
Little Few

Name: Date: __/__/20__

To a flush hit which he received in the mouth he paid as _________
attention as a wild bull would have done; in a moment his arms were around
me, and in another, he had hurled me down, falling heavily upon me.

1. little

In a _________ minutes she came to the door again.2. few

The boys were quiet for a _________ moments.3. few

In the hotel parlors there is music in the evenings, but _________ dancing
except by children.
4. little

His head and hands were burning like fire, yet it was very, very cold; but
_________ snow lay here in the valley, and in many places the moonlight
showed patches of bare, dark turf.

5.
little

June did not want to ask Irene; she would only go if-if her grandfather
wouldn't mind just for once for a _________ time!
6.

little

In the morning she allowed herself a _________ sleep, but she was
obliged at noon to dress for the assembly, which was to begin before sunset.
7. little

The _________ trade done in the city was exclusively retail.8. little

As Jack had not taken any of the giant's riches for himself, and had very
_________ money of his own, he thought it best to travel as fast as he could.
9.

little

In the possibility of any improvement, properly so called, being effected by
man himself in the general condition of man, he had (I am sorry to confess it)
_________ faith.

10.

little

Unfortunately, just at this time the pressure of business allowed the
Emperor _________ leisure to listen to the voice of the heart.
11.

little

For a _________ hours we must part.12. few

They plunder us, outrage us, beat us, kill us; but we have a _________
pride left, sometimes.
13. little
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He would be all right in a _________ days.14. few

He advanced a _________ steps nearer it.15. few

A _________ salt only was required to render them more palatable, when
all present made trial of, and some of the children even liked them.
16. little

As "Chips" was a man of some _________ education, and he and I had
had a good deal of intercourse with each other, he fell in with me in my walk.
17. little

The public roads were accurately divided by mile-stones, and ran in a
direct line from one city to another, with very _________ respect for the
obstacles either of nature or private property.

18.
little

Mother will be up in a _________ moments.19. few

The vegetation in consequence is very scanty: except in some deep
valleys there are no trees, and only a _________ grass and a _________ low
bushes are scattered over the less steep parts of the hills.

20.
little few
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